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How to Choose the Sex of Your Baby - The Method Best Supported by Scientific Evidence

Drawing on the latest research, an updated guide discusses the ethics of gender selection, explains how conception takes place, and tells how to use effective techniques to increase the chances of having a girl or a boy. Original. 12,500 first printing.

How to Choose the Sex of Your Baby - Fully revised and updated

More Than 1.5 Million Copies Sold! Now Revised and Updated to Include the Latest Scientific Information and Even More Success Stories For almost forty years, How to Choose the Sex of Your Baby has been the standard reference for couples trying to increase their chances of having the son or daughter they hope for. In this new edition of their classic book, Dr. Shettles and David Rorvik provide authoritative scientific studies and compelling anecdotal evidence demonstrating that the Shettles method continues to produce results unmatched by any other method. Dozens of testimonials confirm its ease of use and rate of success. How to Choose the Sex of Your Baby explains the simple, at-home, noninvasive Shettles method and presents detailed steps to take to conceive a child of a specific gender. The properly applied Shettles method gives couples a 75 percent or better chance of having a child of the desired sex. Some researchers have reported success rates of up to 90 percent!

Your Baby's Sex: Now You Can Choose

The Babydust Method - A Guide to Conceiving a Girl Or a Boy

What if you could choose the sex of your baby? There are many existing sex-selection methods out there, but parents have come to find out that these methods are confusing and unreliable. Kathryn Taylor introduces a natural sex-selection approach known as *The Babydust Method, * which is based on the latest scientific evidence. This book details the science behind the method, and explains how you can dramatically increase your chances of conceiving the sex of your choice. This book reveals the flaws in the Shettles method, O+12, egg polarity, pH, and acidic/alkaline/ion diets, and offers a brand new approach involving a combination of precise timing and frequency that has been proven to work in a published clinical study.

How to Conceive a Boy : Complete Guide on Getting Pregnant with a Boy Naturally - Over 20 Methods of How to Conceive a Baby Boy

Jasmine's book could just very well be the answer to your many prayers. That is if you have
been dreaming of having a boy as well. It provides the most detailed description about what you need to do to conceive a boy. Do not be fooled by another scam. There is no magical pill you can take or any potion you can drink to ensure you have a boy. Conceiving a boy takes a lot of careful planning and timing, which is exactly why Jasmine has prepared this book. She explains how you can make use of natural methods to have your baby boy or even how an ovulation calculator can help as well. You also have the option of even making use of the time tested Shettles method to have your baby. Do not sit and wait for a miracle. You need to put measures in place right now to ensure you have your baby. So please do not make this perfectly good opportunity to have your baby boy pass you by. I think the time to take action is right now and with a little advice from Jasmine, I am sure you will know exactly what to do when you're ready to have your baby boy.
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Choose the Sex of Your Baby Naturally

Similar to the famed Shettles book, this is a more comprehensive guide to naturally influencing the sex of your child prior to conception.

Global Debates, Local Dilemmas - Sex-selective Abortion in Contemporary Viet Nam

The practice of sex-selective abortion is on the rise globally, stirring debates about gender inequality, medical ethics and reproductive autonomy. This book is the first ethnography to document practices of sex selection in Viet Nam. It shows how and why abortions are used to select the sex of children and how Vietnamese individuals and health professionals are implicated in this illicit and controversial practice. Telling the stories of women who have undergone sex-selective abortions, it traces their passage through sex determination and abortion decision-making phases, and investigates their experiences during and after their sex-selective abortions. It describes the turmoil experienced by individuals who undergo such abortions and explores their interactions with the spectrum of social actors and health institutions that facilitate practices of sex selection. As the first ethnographic study on sex-selective abortions in Viet Nam, this book delves into socially sensitive terrain and sheds light on personally fraught individual experiences of reproductive agency. It documents societal responses to sex-selective abortions in Viet Nam and identifies gaps in the state’s capacity to regulate reproductive desire in a marketised economy. A resource for researchers, it contributes to ongoing debates on sex selection and provides a framework for developing relevant social policies, interventions and support services. ‘This pioneering study offers a nuanced and sensitive account of sex-selective abortion as human experience. Through thought provoking case studies, the book provides rare ethnographic documentation of the complex quandaries that arise as selective reproductive technologies are routinised across the globe.’ — Tine M. Gammeltoft, Department of Anthropology, University of Copenhagen
How to Get Pregnant with a Girl - The Gender Selection Manual

Who Said Getting Pregnant With A Girl Is Hard? This book is a step-by-step guide that reveals the various strategies you can try today to conceive your baby girl. Full of tips and tricks, that are easy to apply, the book focuses on natural, non-invasive methods and techniques you can implement in the privacy of your own home at no cost and without risk. These methods are simple and cost-effective ways to achieve a beautiful baby girl of your own. Read This Book and Discover: The best foods and supplements to eat pre-conception How to time your intercourse for the best results Powerful Meditations and Visualizations to manifest your baby girl The Pros and Cons of using High Tech Methods Not only mothers-to-be, but also fathers-to-be will find: complete and interesting advice for having your desired baby girl. You do not have to leave the gender of your baby entirely to fate. The book shows you the steps to take to up your chances of having the baby girl you are dreaming of. Mistakes that you may be making are covered, along with the factors that influence the conception of a baby girl. It shows why pH levels are important for the mother-to-be as well as how to determine ovulation and using that information to your advantage. In a nutshell, the book is a complete manual drawing together, in an easy to read and understandable manner, the various non-risk and natural methods for choosing the gender of your baby, the baby girl of your dreams. About The Author As a proud mother of 7, her extensive background in natural health therapies and biology inspired her to create a book that is both entertaining and full of useful information that can easily be implemented by soon to be moms. Her own experiences with the techniques covered as well as her family, friends and readers experiences have been distilled to create a roadmap to your personal success. Start your journey to a beautiful baby girl today with The Gender Selection Manual!

How to Choose the Sex of Your Baby

From Conception to Birth - The Drama of Life's Beginnings

Photographs, drawings, and text depict the changes which occur in the fetus and the expectant mother during the crucial nine-month period

RESEARCH: How to increase your chances of conceiving a baby boy
I have heard of cases where a couple has tried for years to conceive a boy but still fail to do so. A baby boy is usually treasured in the African society more than the girl; this is because the ...